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Spatiotemporal Saliency Detection and Its Applications in Static and Dynamic Scenes

Wonjun Kim, Student Member, IEEE, Chanho Jung, Student Member, IEEE, and Changick Kim, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents a novel method for detecting salient regions in both images and videos based on a discriminant center-surround hypothesis that the salient region stands out from its surroundings. To this end, our spatiotemporal approach combines the spatial saliency by computing distances between ordinal signatures of edge and color orientations obtained from the center and the surrounding regions and the temporal saliency by simply computing the sum of absolute difference (SAD) between temporal gradients of the center and the surrounding regions. Our proposed method is computationally efficient, reliable, and simple to implement and thus it can be easily extended to various applications such as image retargeting and moving object extraction. The proposed method has been extensively tested and the results show that the proposed scheme is effective in detecting saliency compared to various state-of-the-art methods.

Index Terms—Salient regions, visual attention, discriminant center-surround hypothesis, ordinal signature.

I. INTRODUCTION

The human visual system has a remarkable ability to quickly grasp salient regions in static and dynamic scenes without training. Therefore, human can easily understand scenes based on this selective visual attention. In the field of computer vision, many models have been proposed to accomplish this task automatically over the last few decades. First of all, to find regions coherent with visual attention, high level information such as the sky, faces, and humans has been employed as a useful indicator in the literature [1]-[3]. The drawback of the use of high level information is hard generalization since it is not available in every image. To solve this problem, various bottom-up methods driven by low level features have been proposed, referred to as saliency detection [4]-[6]. Most of them use a set of basic visual features such as color, texture, and frequency components to build a saliency map, which suppresses unnoticeable regions and emphasizes salient regions, given as a density map as shown in Fig. 1. Note that pixels with higher intensity values denote that corresponding pixels are visually important. This saliency map can be used for a wide range of applications such as object detection [7], image and video summarization [8], image retargeting [9], [10], video surveillance [11], and so on. For example, various multimedia contents (i.e., images and videos) consumed on hand-held devices should be appropriately adapted to small displays for raising viewing experience. This can be achieved by using image retargeting based on extracting salient regions.

Although previous approaches for detecting such salient regions are very diverse, most of them fail to minimize false positives which occur in highly textured background areas. For example, cluttered leaves and grass regions in the backgrounds are highly likely to be detected as salient areas (see Fig. 1). Moreover, only a few methods have been proposed for saliency detection in videos [15], [16]. They combine motion features into a saliency model, but still suffer from high computational cost.

In this paper, to overcome the problems above-mentioned, we propose a novel unified framework for detecting salient regions in both images and videos. Our approach, which is extended from our previous work [17], provides an enhanced saliency map based on the center-surround framework in the spatial and temporal domain, which can be described as follows: Given an image or a video, we are interested in finding salient regions in real time. To this end, we first propose a simple and robust importance measure, so-called self-ordinal resemblance measure (SORM) defined by computing distances between ordinal signatures of edge and color orientation histograms (E&COH) obtained from the center and its surrounding regions in the spatial domain. It should be emphasized that ordinal signatures of local feature distributions are used for measuring the spatial saliency rather
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Fig. 1. Examples of saliency map. (a) Original image. (b) Contrast-based method [12]. (c) Saliency using natural statistics (SUN) [13]. (d) Spectral residual method [14]. Note that highly textured backgrounds are hard to be suppressed in traditional methods.
than directly using sample values of local feature distributions employed in the most previous methods [18], [19]. It is because ordinal measures can tolerate variations of local feature distributions due to quantization and thus effectively suppress false positives occurring in complex and cluttered backgrounds. Then the temporal saliency, by simply computing the sum of absolute difference (SAD) between temporal gradients of the center and the surrounding regions, is combined with the spatial saliency to generate our spatiotemporal saliency map.

The main contributions of the proposed method can be summarized as follows:

- We define the edge and color orientation histogram as our features, along with temporal gradients to generate the spatiotemporal saliency map.
- We propose to use ordinal signatures of our features for measuring the spatial saliency. It has been shown that ordinal measures are robust to various modifications of original signals [20], [21] and thus they can be employed to cope with variations of local feature distributions due to quantization.
- We provide a simple, but powerful unified framework for detecting salient regions in both images and videos. Thus our method can be easily extended to various applications dealing with static and dynamic scenes.
- The proposed scheme is fast enough to meet real-time requirements.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Previous methods are briefly summarized in Section II. The technical details about the steps outlined above are explained in Section III. Various images and videos are tested to justify the efficiency and robustness of our proposed method in Section IV, and its applications in static and dynamic scenes are introduced in Section V. Conclusion follows in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUNDS

In the human visual system (HVS), the brain and the vision systems work together to identify the relevant regions, which are indeed salient regions in the image. In this sense, Itti et al. [4] propose a biologically inspired saliency model. Their saliency map is generated based on the linear combination of normalized feature maps obtained from three basic components: intensity, color, and orientation. Although this model has been shown to be successful in predicting human fixations and useful in object detection, it is criticized since the objective function designed to be optimized is not specified and many parameters need to be tuned by users. Liu and Gleicher [5] propose a region enhanced saliency detection. Although they provide the meaningful region information based on the scale-invariant saliency, image segmentation needs to be incorporated, which is time-consuming. Oliva et al. [6] propose a model of attention guidance based on global scene configuration. They employ a bottom-up approach using a Bayesian framework to determine where the specific objects should be located. Similarly, Zhang et al. [13] also propose a bottom-up scheme using natural statistics incorporating top-down information to estimate the probability of a target at each pixel position. They use local features derived from independent component analysis (ICA). However, such methods using filter responses require many parameters to be estimated. More notably, authors of [14] generate a saliency map by using a spectral residual (SR). In this approach, the spectral residual is simply defined based on the difference between the log spectrum of the given image and the averaged log spectrum of sample natural images. It performs quite well across diverse images. However, the role of spectral residual for saliency detection is unclear. Moreover, authors of [22] point out that it is the phase spectrum, not the amplitude spectrum, of the Fourier transform of the image that finds the location of salient areas. Recently, spatial relations between neighbor pixels have drawn much attention to detect saliency. This is because only a local area in the given image can be perceived quickly by human observers with the high resolution due to the foveation characteristics of the HVS [23]. Therefore, many studies have tried to model the visual saliency based on the relation between local features obtained from neighboring pixels. Gao et al. [18] define a discriminant center-surround saliency based on the idea that local image features are stimuli of interest when they are distinguishable from the background. They use the difference of Gaussian (DoG) and Gabor filters as features. In [24], authors propose nonparametric saliency detection by using the local steering kernel (LSK) as a feature. Although the shape information is well defined in the LSK features, it is not suitable for real-time applications due to the high dimensionality.

For detecting saliency in dynamic scenes, Guo and Zhang [22] propose a spatiotemporal saliency model called phase spectrum of quaternion Fourier transform (PQFT). They apply the Fourier transform to a quaternion image composed of intensity, color, and motion features for taking the phase spectrum, which is the key to compute the location of salient areas. Although this method is simple and fast, it still suffers from highly textured backgrounds. Wolf et al. [25] generate the visual saliency map by using the motion detection based on the fact that moving objects in video draw most of the viewers’ attention and are content-wise important. Mahadevan and Vasconcelos [26] adopt the dynamic textures to conduct center-surround computations. They provide useful results in highly variable backgrounds, but the algorithm is not deployable in real-time without further investigation due to its high computational complexity.

Unlike existing methods based on the center-surround framework, we propose a novel solution for detecting salient regions by using the self-ordinal resemblance measure (SORM) instead of directly using sample values of local feature distributions, to be robust to variations of local feature distributions. Furthermore, we combine temporal gradients with our SORM for generating the spatiotemporal saliency map. We will provide further details about the proposed algorithm in the following subsections.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Feature representation

In this subsection, we introduce our features defined in a local region for the center-surround computations. For the spatial saliency, we define the edge and color orientation...
histogram (E&COH), which is nonparametric and represents exceedingly the underlying local structure of the image data. The key idea behind E&COH is to incorporate the magnitude and orientation of edge and color in a 1-D histogram. The procedure to form each histogram for edges and colors is briefly summarized as follows: First of all, edge orientations are computed over all pixels belonging to the local region centered at the \(i^{th}\) pixel and then quantized into \(K\) angles in the range of \([0^\circ, 180^\circ]\). Note that the sign of edge orientations is neglected due to the symmetric characteristic. Then, the histogram is generated by accumulating the edge magnitude for its orientation over the pixels within each local region. The outcome histogram is called the edge orientation histogram (EOH) and this EOH is formulated as follows:

\[
F^E_i(n) = (f^E_{i,0}(n), f^E_{i,1}(n), f^E_{i,2}(n), \ldots, f^E_{i,K}(n)),
\]

where

\[
f^E_{i,q}(n) = \sum_{(x,y) \in B_i, \theta(x,y) = q} m(x,y,n).
\] (1)

Here \(m(x,y,n)\) and \(\theta(x,y,n)\) denote the edge magnitude and the quantized orientation at the pixel position \((x,y)\) of the \(n^{th}\) frame, respectively. \(B_i\) is a set of neighboring pixels centered at the \(i^{th}\) pixel.

Next, we define the color orientation histogram (COH) using the HSV color model in a similar way with EOH generation. Since the hue value represents the different color tone according to the angle ranged in the HSV color space, it can be quantized and thus used as the indices of the COH bin. Also, the color magnitude can be represented by the saturation value. That is, purer colors have larger magnitudes for the corresponding color tone in the COH. In detail, the COH is generated by accumulating the saturation value to the corresponding hue value. Unlike the edge orientation, since the color tones are different through the range of \(0^\circ\) - \(360^\circ\), the entire range needs to be quantized into \(H\) angles. The COH can be defined as follows:

\[
F^C_i(n) = (f^C_{i,0}(n), f^C_{i,1}(n), f^C_{i,2}(n), \ldots, f^C_{i,H}(n)),
\]

where

\[
f^C_{i,q}(n) = \sum_{(x,y) \in B_i, v(x,y,n) = q} s(x,y,n).
\] (2)

Similar to (1), \(s(x,y,n)\) and \(v(x,y,n)\) denote the saturation value and the quantized hue value at the pixel position \((x,y)\) of the \(n^{th}\) frame, respectively. It is important to note that we use one additional bin with \(q = 0\) for both orientation histograms respectively to handle pixels having zero edge magnitudes and no color attributes (i.e., achromatic colors) separately.

For the temporal saliency, the temporal gradients are computed by using the intensity differencing between frames as follows:

\[
F^T_i(n) = (f^T_{i,1}(n), f^T_{i,2}(n), \ldots, f^T_{i,P}(n)),
\]

where

\[
f^T_{i,j}(n) = |I_{i,j}(n) - I_{i,j}(n - \tau)|.
\] (3)

Here \(P\) denotes the total number of pixels in the local region generated by the \(i^{th}\) pixel and thus \(j\) indicates the index of those pixels. \(\tau\) is the user-defined latency coefficient and it is set to 3 in our implementation.

In summary, we have built three feature vectors for the input image: edge orientation histogram, color orientation histogram, and temporal gradients. Finally, our features defined at the \(i^{th}\) pixel of the \(n^{th}\) frame, \(F_i(n) = [F^E_i(n), F^C_i(n), F^T_i(n)]\), are fed into the center-surround framework for generating the spatiotemporal map (see Fig. 2). Note that \(N\) denotes the total number of local regions in a center-surround window \(A\), which is represented by the dotted rectangle in Fig. 2. Further details will be explained in the following subsections.

B. Spatial saliency by self-ordinal resemblance measure

Most traditional methods using the center-surround framework employ various similarity measures such as Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [26], Bhattacharyya distance [27], and Euclidean distance [28] for finding visual saliency in static images. Basically, they collect various image features in local regions and then build an underlying feature
distribution relevant to visual importance. However, most of them are apt to fail in tolerating variations of local feature distributions especially near high contrast edges due to quantization, yielding drastic changes in local image statistics even though color variations are visually neglectable [29] (see Fig. 3). To solve this problem, we propose to use the ordinal measure of local image features obtained from the center and the surrounding regions for the spatial saliency. Note that it is known to be robust to various signal modifications as mentioned. For example, two EOHSs obtained from the center and its close surrounding regions, which are positioned near high contrast edges, are shown in Fig. 3. Although two local regions have very similar structural information, sample values of EOHSs are quite different due to quantization whereas the ordinal signatures obtained from corresponding EOHS are equivalent to each other, which is desirable.

Let us define the 1x(K+1) rank matrix by ordering the elements of the EOHS defined in (1) at the lth pixel of the nth frame as \( R(F_l^E(n)) \), where \( K \) denotes the quantization levels as mentioned. For example, the rank matrices of two EOHSs in Fig. 3 can be equally represented as \( R(F_1^E(n)) = [5, 2, 1, 3, 4, 6] \) and also each element of the rank matrix can be expressed as \( R^0(F_l^E(n)) = 5, \ldots, R^6(F_l^E(n)) = 6 \). Then the distance from the rank matrix of the center region to the rank matrices of surrounding regions are computed as follows:

\[
s_{M_l^E}(n) = \frac{1}{Z_E} \sum_{i=1}^{N} d_{l}^E, \tag{4}
\]

where \( d_{l}^E = \sum_{q=0}^{K} |R_q^E(F_l^E(n)) - R_q^E(F_l^E(n))| \).

Here \( N \) and \( Z_E \) denote the number of local regions in a center-surround window as mentioned and the maximum distance between two rank matrices. Similarly, saliency based on COH can also be defined as

\[
s_{M_l^C}(n) = \frac{1}{Z_C} \sum_{i=1}^{N} d_{l}^C, \tag{5}
\]

where \( d_{l}^C = \sum_{q=0}^{K} |R_q^C(F_l^C(n)) - R_q^C(F_l^C(n))| \).

Finally, the spatial saliency at the lth pixel of the nth frame is computed by the combination of edge and color saliency as follows:

\[
s_{M_l^S}(n) = s_{M_l^E}(n) \times s_{M_l^C}(n). \tag{6}
\]

Fig. 4. (a) Original image. (b) Edge saliency. (c) Color saliency. (d) Spatial saliency by the proposed method.

Fig. 5. Examples of the saliency maps computed by the proposed method with different resolutions. (a) Input image. (b) 32×32 pixels. (c) 64×64 pixels. (d) 128×128 pixels. The scale of salient objects decreases from top to bottom. Note that the saliency maps are resized to the size of input images (400×300 pixels).

Fig. 6. Examples of the scale-invariant saliency maps for images shown in Fig. 5(a).

It will have a maximum value on locations where both edge and color saliency agree and also vary proportionately in regions that favor only one of edge and color saliency. The example of our spatial saliency is shown in Fig. 4. We can see that non-salient regions are effectively suppressed.

C. Combining with temporal saliency of videos

In spatiotemporal saliency detection, we believe that the temporal trail of the intensity distribution should be combined with the spatial saliency for dealing with video sequences efficiently since the video is a process evolving with time. In this sense, distinct from most of previous methods considering only static images for detecting saliency, we adopt temporal gradients defined in (3) to detect the temporal saliency based on the center-surround framework as follows:

\[
s_{M_l^T}(n) = \frac{1}{Z_T} \sum_{i=1}^{N} |F_l^T(n) - F_l^T(n)|, \tag{7}
\]

where \( Z_T \) denotes the normalization factor. Thus, the temporal saliency can be simply computed by using the sum of absolute difference (SAD) between temporal gradients of the center and the surrounding regions. This added motion channel allows our method to represent the spatiotemporal saliency in order to select regions relevant to visual attention in videos as well as images. It is worth noting that we quickly obtain the motion information in video sequences by modeling the distributions of temporal gradients from the center and the surrounding regions in an implicit manner, as compared to the explicit motion estimation mostly involving the computation of optical flow whose estimation is difficult and time consuming.

Finally, the proposed methodology for measuring the spatiotemporal saliency relies on the combination of the spatial
and temporal saliencies, \( sM^S_i(n) \) and \( sM^T_i(n) \) as follows:

\[
sM^ST_i(n) = \alpha \cdot sM^S_i(n) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot sM^T_i(n),
\]

where \( \alpha \in [0,1] \) denotes the weighting factor for balancing between the spatial and temporal saliency. For example, a low value of \( \alpha \) will focus more on the temporal saliency while \( \alpha = 0.5 \) provides the balanced saliencies. In general view, since moving objects are more attractable than static objects and backgrounds in video sequences [25], we set \( \alpha \) to 0.3.

Note that the spatiotemporal saliency values defined in (8) are scaled from 0 to 255 for the grey-scale representation. For better visual effects, we smoothed the saliency map by using a Gaussian filter as in [14]. Our spatiotemporal map can also deal with static images easily by setting \( \alpha \) to one.

### D. Scale-invariant saliency map

Even though there exists diverse visual resolutions related to salient regions, human visual system (HVS) automatically selects the appropriate resolutions by computing the view distance between the observer and the scene. Similar to HVS, our proposed scheme can be operated under various visual resolutions. To model HVS process in selecting visual resolutions, the proposed method is applied to input images with various sizes ranging from \( 32 \times 32 \) to \( 128 \times 128 \) pixels. Note that a smaller size of saliency map represents a coarser resolution. Examples of the saliency maps with various resolutions are shown in Fig. 5. When the size of the saliency map is \( 32 \times 32 \) pixels, the global features are emphasized whereas detailed local features are suppressed. In other words, the proposed method performs as an observer looks at the scene from a long distance. In contrast to that, the local features are well retained in the scene at a finer resolution (i.e., the size of the spatial saliency map is \( 128 \times 128 \) pixels). More specifically, a group of people is regarded as one object at a coarser resolution whereas each person is successfully separated at a finer resolution in Fig. 5. While, based on this observation, the hierarchical selectivity framework for saliency detection has been proposed [22], [30], it is very difficult to determine the optimal hierarchical level due to the diversity of salient regions in an image. Moreover, our concern is not what the detailed fixation process is as in [22], [30] but how to effectively suppress non-salient regions and build a reliable

![Fig. 7. Results of saliency detection. (a) Original image. (b) Saliency tool box (STB) [32]. (c) Saliency using natural statistics (SUN) [13]. (d) Contrast-based method (CB) [12]. (e) Spectral residual approach (SR) [14]. (f) Proposed method. Our method provides visually acceptable saliency as compared to other methods.](image-url)
saliency map. Therefore, we construct a scale-invariant saliency map through a multi-scale analysis. To do this, we combine saliency maps obtained from three different scales mentioned above (i.e., from 32 × 32 to 128 × 128 pixels) as follows:

\[
    sM_{i}^{ST}(n) = \sum_{l=1}^{3} \omega_{l} \cdot sM_{i,l}^{ST}(n), \quad \sum_{l=1}^{3} \omega_{l} = 1,
\]  

where \( l \) denotes the scale index (i.e., 32 × 32 → 128 × 128 maps to 1 → 3) and thus \( sM_{i}^{ST}(n) \) is a saliency map generated at the scale \( l \), rescaled to the size of input image. Note that we assign the larger weight for the finer resolution. This is based on the assumption that humans look at the objects at the finer resolution in a very careful manner compared to the coarser resolution. In our implementation, we set the weight values as \( \omega_{1} = 0.1 \), \( \omega_{2} = 0.3 \), and \( \omega_{3} = 0.6 \), respectively. Figure 6 illustrates our scale-invariant saliency maps obtained from images in Fig. 5(a). Note that the proposed method is fully automatic and involves none of selecting the optimal scale (i.e., the single and fixed scale) and manual interactions.

For the sake of completeness, the overall procedure of the proposed method is summarized in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1.** A novel unified framework for detecting salient regions in both images and videos based on center-surround framework

1. Compute \( F_{E}^{F}(n) \), \( F_{C}^{C}(n) \), and \( F_{T}^{T}(n) \).
2. Compute the spatiotemporal saliency at each scale as follows:

\[
    sM_{i}^{ST}(n) = \alpha \cdot sM_{i}^{C}(n) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot sM_{i}^{T}(n)
\]

3. Compute a scale-invariant saliency map as follows:

\[
    sM_{i}^{ST}(n) = \sum_{l=1}^{3} \omega_{l} \cdot sM_{i,l}^{ST}(n)
\]

4. Resizing saliency map to the same size of input image

**IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

**A. Performance evaluation in static images**

In this subsection, we show several experimental results on detecting saliency in various static images. The experiments are conducted on a database composed of about 5,000 images provided by Microsoft Research Asia (MSRA database) [31]. Images in MSRA database are taken in indoor and outdoor environments and the image resolution is 400 × 300 pixels for horizontally oriented images and 300 × 400 pixels for...
vertically oriented images, respectively. These images contain various salient objects, which include face, human, car, animal, sign, etc. In our implementation, the EOH and COH are computed in a local region whose size is $5 \times 5$ pixels with nine and seven bins including an additional bin (i.e., $K = 8$ and $H = 6$) respectively and thus the maximum distance between two rank matrices are $Z^E = 40$ and $Z^C = 24$. For the center-surround computation, the size of the center-surround window defined in Fig. 2 is set to $7 \times 7$ pixels.

To confirm the superiority of our proposed method, we compare our approach with the state-of-the-art methods, which are saliency tool box (STB) [32], saliency using natural statistics (SUN) [13], contrast-based method (CB) [12], and spectral residual approach (SR) [14]. Results of saliency detection are shown in Fig. 7 and 8. More specifically, region information for further applications is not enough in the saliency map generated by STB as shown in Fig. 7(b) and 8(b). Moreover, relative large objects are hardly captured in this method as shown in the 1st and 3rd images of Fig. 7 (also see results for the 2nd and 4th images in Fig. 8). In the results of SUN, CB, and SR methods, highly textured backgrounds belonging to non-salient regions are not suppressed even though these are visually uncompetitive compared to salient regions. In particular, highly textured backgrounds are extremely emphasized rather than salient objects by using these methods as shown in the 3rd image of Fig. 7. Moreover, false positives near high contrast edges in the background are hard to be eliminated (see results for the 2nd image in Fig. 7 and the 5th image in Fig. 8). As compared to these results, it is easy to see that our method provides visually acceptable saliency, which is consistent with visual attention (see Fig. 7(f) and 8(f)).

Moreover, to confirm the robustness and efficiency of our ordinal measure in detecting the spatial saliency, it is compared with the case of directly using sample values of E&COH. For this comparison, sample values of E&COH are normalized by using the $L2$ norm [3] to cope with uneven illumination conditions. Euclidean distance between sample values of local feature distributions obtained from the center and its surrounding regions is used to measure the similarity. As shown in Fig. 9, many pixels are falsely detected as salient pixels near high contrast edges belonging to non-salient regions when Euclidean distance measure is directly applied to sample values of E&COH due to quantization. In contrast to that, ordinal signatures for sample values of E&COH can tolerate variations of local feature distributions and thus efficiently suppress false positives occurring near high contrast edges as explained in Section III-B. Therefore, it is thought that our SORM can provide a more efficient way of building a reliable saliency map.

Furthermore, the proposed spatial saliency can be employed to explicitly represent proto-objects, which are simply segmented by thresholding the saliency map. To determine a threshold value efficiently, we employ nonparametric significance testing [24]. As explained in [24], instead of assuming a type of underlying distribution, we compute the probability density function (PDF) empirically by using sample $SM^j_i$ $(n)$ and we set the threshold value to achieve 95% confidence level in deciding whether given values are in the extremely right tails of the estimated distribution. This idea is based on the assumption that most local regions do not contain salient objects. To quantitatively evaluate the performance for detecting proto-objects based on our saliency, the proposed method is tested on our dataset composed of 30 images containing various salient objects (see Fig. 10). Note that the ground truth images are manually generated. After the nonparametric significance testing, we obtain the binarized object map. Some examples of proto-objects are shown in Fig. 10. The detection accuracy is evaluated by using recall and precision defined as follows:

$$\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{Card}(G \cap P)}{\text{Card}(G)} , \quad \text{Precision} = \frac{\text{Card}(G \cap P)}{\text{Card}(P)} ,$$

where $G$ denotes the set of salient pixels in the ground truth object map and $P$ denotes the set of pixels detected by the proposed method.
images and $P$ denotes that in the binarized object map, respectively. Also, $\text{Card}(A)$ indicates the size of the set $A$.

Since non-salient backgrounds need to be suppressed strongly to detect proto-objects, the high recall and precision are more desirable. As shown in Table I, we observe that our method outperforms previous techniques such as CB method [12] and SR approach [14].

B. Performance evaluation in video sequences

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method in dynamic scenes, we use two videos from our dataset and PETS2001 dataset [33] captured in indoor and outdoor environments respectively with the image size of $320 \times 240$ pixels. Note that we keep the visual resolution of the saliency map to $64 \times 64$ pixels here since the scales of salient objects are almost fixed in our dataset and PETS2001 dataset of QVGA resolution. For computing the temporal saliency values defined in (7), the normalization factor $Z^T$ is set to 49 since the temporal gradients are normalized to $[0, 1]$. To justify the efficiency of our spatiotemporal saliency, we compare the proposed method with PQFT model [22] in Fig. 11. More specifically, since there are no moving objects in the beginning part of the first video, our model selects a small doll as salient areas whereas PQFT model pays attention to highly textured backgrounds, which are less salient as shown in Fig. 11(a).

Also, both models capture the moving object as salient areas successfully, but highly textured backgrounds are rarely suppressed in PQFT model. In Fig. 11(b), ours and PQFT model select the parked cars as salient areas at the first part of the video, on the other hand, moving people is not effectively emphasized as salient objects in PQFT model even though they attract visual attention above all things in the given scene. In contrast to that, our proposed scheme selects moving car and people as the most salient areas while retaining static salient areas with relative small importance. Thus, our spatiotemporal saliency map can provide reduced search regions and also save search time for object detection and recognition tasks in video sequences.

The framework of the proposed method for evaluating performance has been implemented by using Visual Studio 2005 (C++) under FFMpeg library, which has been utilized for MPEG and Xvid decoding. The experiments are performed on the low-end PC (Core2Duo 3.0 GHz). The processing speed of the proposed method achieves averagely $23\text{ms}$ per frame (i.e., about 43 fps), which is comparable to that of PQFT model, and thus it can be sufficiently applied for real-time applications.

V. APPLICATIONS IN STATIC AND DYNAMIC SCENES

In the previous section, extensive experiments are conducted on various image and video datasets to prove the efficiency of our spatiotemporal saliency compared to other models proposed in the literature. In this section, based on useful results driven by the proposed method, we extend our model to applications of image retargeting and moving object extraction to show its plentiful possibilities in the field of image and video processing.

A. Static scenes: image retargeting

Image retargeting is the process of adapting a given image to fit the size of arbitrary displays based on the energy map, which is generated by computing the pixel importance. In the field of image retargeting, $L_1$-norm and $L_2$-norm of gradient magnitude are most widely used to build the energy map. However, these lead to severe distortion when the scene is cluttered or the background is complex. To cope with this problem, our saliency model can be employed as a reliable energy map for image retargeting since it effectively suppresses non-salient regions such as highly textured backgrounds, which are hard to handle in traditional methods. More specifically, pixels represented by low intensities in our saliency map are removed iteratively by dynamic programming, which is widely used for image retargeting, to achieve the target sizes. To confirm the robustness of image retargeting based on our saliency, we compare a novel method proposed in the literature [34], named as seam carving, with our method. Note that we employ the improved seam carving, which incorporates forward energy criterion for better performance [9]. The seam carving method provides desirable viewing effects up to a certain target height or width. However, if the reducing ratio further increases when pixels with high energy are scattered over the whole image, it starts to remove a connected path of pixels across salient objects, resulting in drastic distortions in the resized images. In contrast to that, the proposed saliency map suppresses effectively pixels having
high energy in non-salient regions and thus the shape of important objects is preserved more efficiently. Some results of image retargeting for small-display devices based on our saliency map are shown in Fig. 12. Note that we use the same size of input images (e.g., 400 × 300 pixels for horizontally oriented images and 300 × 400 pixels for vertically oriented images) for building the saliency map to measure pixel importance at every pixel position. First of all, images are reduced in horizontal direction by 100, 150, and 200 pixels in Fig. 12(a) and (b). The improved seam carving leads to the loss of many pixels belonging to salient objects such as car and church due to trees, yielding high energy over the whole image. Similar to this, images are also reduced in vertical direction by 100, 150, and 200 pixels in Fig. 12(c) and (d). Salient objects are carved out when the reducing ratio is over a certain level since highly textured grass and small scattered stones yield high energies at the background respectively. Compared to retargeting results by the improved seam carving, it is easy to see that our method provides visually acceptable retargeting results while preserving viewers’ experience. Therefore, it is thought that our saliency map is a useful indicator for the image adaptation on small-display devices.

B. Dynamic scenes: moving object extraction

In the extended outdoor scenes, varying illuminations often cause to high-level false positives, which are hard to handle in the traditional background subtraction frameworks. More specifically, since most surveillance systems are based on the statistical model of color values at each pixel, their performance is drastically dropped in such outdoor conditions with varying illuminations. In this subsection, we address this limitation through our spatiotemporal saliency. Detecting moving objects can be formulated to the detection of salient motion, which is discriminant from global motion. From this saliency point of view, background subtraction thus boils down to ignoring the locations determined as non-salient motions. Since our temporal saliency is computed based on the relative contrast of temporal gradients collected from the center and the surrounding regions, it is useful to capture the salient motion without the explicit motion estimation. Our spatiotemporal saliency map has various advantages over the traditional background subtraction models. First of all, the proposed saliency is completely unsupervised and thus does not require training and initializing the background model. Moreover, there is no need to conduct the additional task for estimating illumination in the scene in our saliency-based background subtraction.

For the performance evaluation of moving objects extraction, we employ two challenging datasets, which are PETS2001 dataset [33] and OTCBVS dataset [35]. Both of them are taken in outdoor environments and contain the dynamic illumination changes. The illumination changes gradually in PETS2001 dataset whereas it changes very fast by passing clouds across buildings in OTCBVS dataset. Thus, it is regarded as the most difficult dataset. The image resolution of each dataset is 320 × 240 pixels. We compare our saliency-based approach with other methods, the classical GMM [36] and the ensemble algorithm [37], which are widely used for background subtraction. The background subtraction results are shown in Fig. 13. Note that our saliency map is binarized by nonparametric significance testing as mentioned in Section...
IV. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS

IV-A. Also, the morphological filter (i.e., opening operation with rectangle structure of $3 \times 3$ pixels) is applied to the results of the classical GMM and the ensemble algorithm. Since the classical GMM method relies on the statistical information of each pixel, it fails to correctly detect moving objects in both datasets. In the results of the ensemble algorithm, we can see that false positives are reduced. However, it cannot tolerate the significant changes of edge magnitude on the same regions due to sudden illumination changes as shown in Fig. 13(c). Compared to these results, moving objects are correctly detected by our saliency-based scheme even in dynamic outdoor environments with varying illuminations. For the quantitative comparison, recall and precision defined in Eq. (10) are employed. To do this, the bounding boxes of moving objects are used as the ground truth. If at least 35% of pixels within each bounding box are classified as foreground pixels, it can be easily detected as the moving object by using the simple post processing (e.g., connected component analysis). Thus, we compare our method with other approaches based on this recall rate. The recall and precision values computed from 15 frames randomly taken throughout the entire dataset (i.e., they are not from consecutive frames and they span the entire set) are shown in Table II. Note that the low precision value indicates that false positives occur more frequently. Based on these experimental results, we confirm that the proposed saliency can be successfully employed for extracting moving objects.

VI. CONCLUSION

A simple and novel algorithm for detecting saliency in both images and videos has been proposed in this paper. The basic idea is to detect salient regions in natural scenes by measuring how each local region stands out from its surroundings based on a discriminant center-surround hypothesis. To this end, we first define a set of visual features composed of edge and color orientations and temporal gradients. In the spatial domain, the saliency of each pixel is measured based on the self-ordinal resemblance of E&COH. By using ordinal signatures of sample values of E&COH, our model can cope with variations of local feature distributions efficiently due to quantization, which are hard to be handled in traditional methods. For the spatiotemporal saliency, we combine the spatial saliency with the temporal saliency by simply computing the sum of absolute difference (SAD) between temporal gradients of the center and the surrounding regions. To justify the efficiency and robustness of our approach, the performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with that of other methods proposed in the literature by using various images and videos. Based on the experimental results, we confirm that our saliency provides a reasonable starting point for semantic scene understanding. Moreover, the proposed scheme performs in real-time and thus can be extended to various applications in static and dynamic scenes. In particular, to show potential of our spatiotemporal saliency in the field of image and video processing, we apply our model to image retargeting and moving object extraction.

TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>PETs2001</th>
<th></th>
<th>OTCBV5</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classical GMM</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble GMM</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 13. (a)(c) Background subtraction results in PETs2001 and OTCBV5 datasets, respectively. 1st column: input video. 2nd column: classical GMM [36]. 3rd column: ensemble algorithm [37]. 4th column: our method. Note that moving objects are represented by using white rectangles. (b)(d) Sequences of moving object map by our spatiotemporal saliency in PETs2001 and OTCBV5 datasets, respectively.
Since highly textured backgrounds are efficiently suppressed in the proposed method, image retargeting is successfully conducted without visual distortion on the salient regions. In the video surveillance, moving objects are also correctly extracted by using our saliency-based background subtraction even in varying illumination conditions. Therefore, we believe that plentiful possibilities of our work lie in many promising applications in the field of multimedia processing such as image and video quality measure [38], object segmentation [39], and so on. Our future work is to investigate these issues based on the proposed saliency detection framework for more advanced and intelligent applications.
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